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Abstract — In this paper, the author studies about the traffic safety technology of highway tunnel group. In this study measured 
traffic safety technology in the access zone of tunnels including tunnel luminance under diverse climate conditions were measured 
and luminance of the threshold zone were estimated. Then operating traffic safety technology of tunnel in China was compared and 
analyzed and, based on the results of the analysis, this study attempted to propose a solution with minimally impact tunnel traffic 
safety control systems.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The start of our country freeway tunnel construction and 
the management are late, the safety evaluation of freeway 
operation tunnel in the qualitative is qualitative analysis 
stage, and there is not quantitative diagnosis method and the 
system. Therefore, Zu’s [1] paper established a set of safety 
comprehensive evaluation of freeway operation tunnel and 
developed the safety comprehensive evaluation management 
system of freeway operation tunnel; it has carried out 
quantitative appraisal and scientific management for the 
freeway operation tunnel.  

Bing’s [2] paper introduced condition of our country 
freeway, put forward the application system analysis theory 
and the method based on the present situation of freeway 
operation tunnel, proposed the safety factor constitution 
system of influence freeway operation tunnel. After 
qualitative analysis to the system in the foundation of each 
influencing factor, unifies Delphi and preference methods, 
determined takes the appraisal path transportation enterprise 
security target the primary factor and established the safety 
comprehensive evaluation index system of freeway operation 
tunnel. Based on the safety theory of freeway operation 
tunnel, Zhou’s paper [3] analyzed index of comprehensive 
evaluation index system of freeway operation tunnel, for 
example, management organization and management effect, 
structure health, mechanic and electrical systems, fire save 
system and traffic safety system significance.  

Reference existing country technology standard and 
maintenance of freeway operation tunnel, established the 
quality synthetic evaluation indicator system’s target level 
qualitative and the quantitative point scale of freeway 
operation tunnel. Analyzed the modern safety comprehensive 
evaluation methods, for example, analytic hierarchy process 
(AHP), weighting methods and comprehensive evaluation 
method.  

Zhao’s paper [4] established the factor the hierarchical 
structure anatomic model based on AHP, used unified based 
on the mean square method of difference’s objective 
evaluation law has determined the safe quality synthetic 
evaluation indicator system various targets weight based on 
the G1 method subjective valuation and the unbiased 
variance method. Utilizes the fuzzy mathematics quality 
synthetic evaluation theory and the method carries on the 
safe quality synthetic evaluation to the freeway operation 
tunnel, uses two time method of weighting to carry on 
quantification processing to the target, has constructed the 
freeway operation tunnel safe quality synthetic evaluation 
mathematical analysis model. 

Guo’s paper [5] utilized has carried on the computation 
based on the BP artificial neural networks algorithm to the 
freeway operation tunnel safe quality synthetic evaluation; 
Finally, the union concrete example, has carried on the 
practice analysis confirmation. Selected the Cranach 
coefficient and the Kendall harmonious coefficient is to 
appraise the letter to carry on the estimate. After the 
examination, has the remarkable significance, shows the 
freeway operation tunnel safe quality synthetic evaluation 
indicator system which the dynasty printed books topic 
establishes to have the good internal uniformity.  

Introduced the freeway operation tunnel safety quality 
synthetic evaluation management system management 
system’s development goal, the development environment, 
the function, the main feature and the work flow, detailed 
expound the management system management system 
realizes the process; Discourse the example management 
system management system’s application, confirmed the 
method validity and management system management 
system’s usability of safety quality synthetic evaluation 
diagnosis of the freeway operation tunnel [6]. 

In order to reduce the accidents in operation of 
expressway tunnel, based on the fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation theory, combining subjective with objective and 
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static character with dynamic character, a comprehensive 
evaluation method that stressing on quantitative analysis and 
comprehensively considering different influencing factors of 
expressway tunnel operation safety was put forward in 
Lawson’s paper [7]. An evaluation index system of 
expressway tunnel operation safety was established by using 
Delphi method and analytical hierarchy process (AHP). Each 
evaluation index was quantified and digitized by weighted 
average method to make a scientific and reasonable analysis 
for operation safety in expressway tunnel. The presented 
method was verified by practice in an expressway tunnel of 
Shaanxi Province. The result shows that the evaluation index 
system could reflect operation safety of expressway tunnel 
and the presented method is effective. 

With the sustained and rapid development of the national 
economy, China’s expressway construction has entered a 
new stage of development. In previous years, due to 
economic conditions and technological level of the lower 
limit of the highway tunnel construction of more and more 
importance for the people. At present, up the road to the 
development of the tunnel, traffic density, operating speed 
continuously improve tunnel security situation is worrying 
and, more importantly, the severe security situation in the 
tunnel has not yet attracted sufficient attention. At present, 
our country has not a more systematic evaluation of tunnel 
safety norms in the industry. The existing "safety evaluation 
of highway projects guidelines" are given only a simple type 
of evaluation framework for thinking, maneuverability is 
very limited. Therefore, the system safety assessment of 
highway tunnel is increasingly more important. 

Cui’s [8] article first reviewed the security situation at 
home and abroad highway tunnel, there is the problem of 
tunnel safety in Europe to introduce the concept of 
evaluation, and secondly, on the highway tunnel to carry out 
a detailed traffic analysis, clarifying the impact of tunnel 
safety factors, and then, Construction of the tunnel safety 
evaluation index system, combined with China’s specific 
characteristics of the road tunnel, select the fuzzy? 
Comprehensive evaluation method for the evaluation of the 
article is prompted. Finally, along the highway in Ningxia 
tunnel with a security assessment to verify the evaluation of 
the rationality and feasibility. The evaluation of methods 
means for improving tunnel safety and to lower the risk of 
making a certain contribution to the tunnel for future tunnel 
construction, alterations to provide some help, in order to 
provide decision-makers from the construction of the tunnel. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION THE MODEL AND 

FRAMEWORK OF TRAFFIC SAFETY TECHNOLOGY OF 

HIGHWAY TUNNEL GROUP 

In recent years, with the Implementation of highway 
network planning from district to state ,now construction of 
highways is in fast forward , the tunnel and especially the 
group of tunnels in Chongqing, Fujian, Guizhou, Yunnan, 
Zhejiang, Shanxi and Guangdong provinces which have lots 
of tunnels become a unique landscape. Many of the group of 
tunnels contribute local economic and social development to 
the infinite vitality, at the same time, as the group of tunnels 
traffic environment are unique, have also led to a worrisome 

topic of the industry, which is accident-prone group in the 
group of tunnels. From the management how to improve the 
operation safety in the group of tunnels is challenge, which is 
face to traffic engineers, the tunnel operators, and 
governmental security management department. The purpose 
is from a technical point of view at management to explore 
theory and measures which improve the security of the group 
of tunnels, and provide decision-making for the tunnel 
operators, and governmental security management 
department.  

According to the characteristic of the driving 
environment of the expressway tunnel, the length research 
scope of the tunnel section was established in Ref. [4]. Based 
on the risk ingredients of tunnels and the selecting principles 
of the evaluation index, the main factors of the tunnel driving 
environment should be analyzed by using Delphi and 
clustering analysis method. A safety evaluation index system 
of tunnel driving environment should be established in the 
following paer, which contained three arrangements with six 
sub-factors in two aspects including road environment index 
and climate environment index. The evaluation index system 
can be applied to the analysis and evaluation of the driving 
environment of expressway tunnel. Utilizes the fuzzy 
mathematics quality synthetic evaluation theory and the 
method carries on the safe quality synthetic evaluation to the 
freeway operation tunnel, uses two time method of weighting 
to carry on quantification processing to the target, has 
constructed the freeway operation tunnel safe quality 
synthetic evaluation mathematical analysis model. 

This paper is on the basis of the formations which learn 
from advanced foreign experience and results of operations 
management, and forms research results. First, the highway 
tunnel operating security classification based on safety and 
risk index; Second, the rules of management of dangerous 
goods vehicles based on the classification of the tunnel and 
the formation of dangerous goods; Third, build the system of 
emergency management in the group of highway tunnels; 
Fourth, the rules of behalf of the managers with Chinese 
characteristics; Fifth, sub-cycle of custody Countermeasures 
based on the degree of reliability and failure in mechanical 
and electrical facilities; Sixth, model of decision-making on 
equipment to replace the prototype based on the methods of 
inferior value; Seventh, "safety stock" policy; Eighth, 
computing model of recommended safety speed in the 
section of the conservation of the group of tunnels based on 
the amount of information the driver; Finally, with the 
application of research results, establishment "Operation 
Safety Management Approach on the Group of Tunnels in 
Hubei Province", which benefits to promote safety 
management of the group of highway tunnels towards legal 
and standard. The schematic diagram of tunnel traffic is 
shown in the following figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. The schematic diagram of tunnel traffic 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to study the operating characteristics of traffic 
flow in the long tunnel, the traffic flow of group of tunnels of 
the freeway have been investigated by taking vehicle-
following method and the investigated data are analyzed. 

The investigation of velocity alteration rules belongs to 
operating speed investigation. Vehicle-following method and 
five wheel system and vehicle non-contact equipment (see 
Fig.2) were adopted in this experiment. The experimental 
vehicle was the PSA Peugeot Citroen Car and the drivers 
with certain drive age (8-10 years) were permitted. The 
equipment was set up properly and drivers operated in their 
habits and keeping normal speed. Data were recorded 
generally from the tunnel before the 100m, and end at the 
tunnel after the 100m. During the experiment time, staffs 
could control the equipment conveniently and marked basing 
on the needs at any time (such as the passageway). 

 

 
Figure 2. The equipment used in experiment 

The sampling frequency of velocity instrument is 10 Hz, 
and 0.1 s is the time unit of counting. The unit of length is m, 
the unit of velocity is km/h and the unit of acceleration is 
m/s2. Then collected data were input computers (see Table 

I). This investigation includes six long tunnels. The number 
1 to 3 tunnels of Qin Ling are close to each other, which built 
up group of long tunnels. In order to exclude the influence of 
long tunnels to operating characters, so the number 1 tunnel 
was selected when processing data. While the data of the else 
four tunnels as follow (see Table II). 

TABLE  I  THE COLLECTED EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Time Lengt Velocity Acceleration
… … … …

12480 24034.11 70 1.11
12481 24036.07 69.9 -0.55
12482 24038.01 70.2 1.66

… … … …

 
It can be seen that the maximum error of the 12 data sets 

was less than 3% through selecting the length of tunnel as 
the index to check error. So it can be considered that these 12 
data sets were effective. The minimum error data was 
selected as the index to evaluate the operating characteristic 
and carry out safety evaluation. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

According to tunnel subsection part, tunnel can divided 
to 5 parts, and define the pre and post 100m section the 
tunnel as pre entrance section and post exit section 
respectively. In addition calculate the average value of the 
each section of the else long tunnels the outcome as follow 
(see Table III and Fig 3). It is can be seen that the median 
section is long, but the average value of the section velocity 
is not different from other sections and keeps in a better 
level. The average value of many section velocities is more 
than 80km/h. This is because that the internal environment is 
monotonous, drivers are not much sensitive to speed. When 
they adapt to the internal environment gradually, drivers will 
drive at the speed they desired. 

TABLE II THE DATA OF THE ELSE FOUR TUNNELS 

Tunnel Name Tunnel length (m) 
Measuring length (m) 

Maximum error 
1 2 3 

NO.1 tunnel of Qin Ling 6102 5920.7 6114.3 6065.3 2.97% 
Kuo Jiashan 4265 4265.5 4265.3 4304.5 1.02% 

Zhu Jiaya 3750 3715.9 3760.2 3756.4 0.91% 
Liang Xin 3640 3636.2 3625.5 3733.3 2.56% 

      
Basing on the home and abroad research, with the 

increasing of dispersion, of the rate of accidents will perform 
exponential growth. It is significant to analysis the dispersion 
of vehicle speed for traffic safety management. To analysis 
the dispersion of vehicle speed better, all data were divided 
and numbered according to the 200 meters in sequence. Then 
standard deviations were drawn and statistical in group by 
using SPSS software. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the author studies about the traffic safety 
technology of highway tunnel group. In this study measured 
traffic safety technology in the access zone of tunnels 

including tunnel luminance under diverse climate conditions 
were measured and luminance of the threshold zone were 
estimated. In order to reduce the accidents in operation of 
expressway tunnel, based on the fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation theory, combining subjective with objective and 
static character with dynamic character, a comprehensive 
evaluation method that stressing on quantitative analysis and 
comprehensively considering different influencing factors of 
expressway tunnel operation safety was put forward.  
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Figure 3. The speed alteration of different tunnel section 

TABLE  III THE DATA OF THE ELSE FOUR TUNNELS 

Tunnel Name 

Serial number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Subsection Name 
pre entrance

section 
entrance 
section 

entrance 
transition 

section 

median 
section 

exit 
transition 

section 

exit  
section 

post 
exit  

section 

NO.1 tunnel of Qin Ling 
Average Velocity 71.91 74.91 63.41 73.62 76.01 65.76 .. 
standard deviation 1.39 1.46 7.09 9.62 3.26 2.69 .. 

Kuo Jiashan 
Average Velocity 78.09 80.28 84.85 68.01 87.4 87.86 87.71 
standard deviation 0.54 1.05 2.18 22.37 1.27 0.96 1 

Zhu Jiaya 
Average Velocity 75.98 75.5 84.13 84.52 87.09 82.74 65.88 
standard deviation 1.13 1.36 3.33 2.64 0.76 4.64 2.57 

Liang Xin 
Average Velocity 90.02 89.67 87.67 89.34 91.18 79.96 75.67 
standard deviation 0.91 0.6 1.11 1.66 1.45 4.34 3.72 

         
 
 
An evaluation index system of expressway tunnel 

operation safety was established by using Delphi method and 
analytical hierarchy process (AHP). Each evaluation index 
was quantified and digitized by weighted average method to 
make a scientific and reasonable analysis for operation safety 
in expressway tunnel. The presented method was verified by 
practice in an expressway tunnel of Shaanxi Province. The 
result shows that the evaluation index system could reflect 
operation safety of expressway tunnel and the presented 
method is effective. Then operating traffic safety technology 
of tunnel in China was compared and analyzed, and, based 
on the results of the analysis, this study attempted to propose 
a solution with minimally impact tunnel traffic safety control 
systems. 
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